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Dynamic Networks

Two main representations: 
• Snapshots (SN):  

ordered sequence of static networks 
• Temporal Networks (TN):  

list of edges with timestamps 

Different “philosophy” 
• SN: few steps with many changes 

between them 
• TN: online evolution, few 

simultaneous change, many steps…

Community Structure in
Time-Dependent, Multiscale,
and Multiplex Networks
Peter J. Mucha,1,2* Thomas Richardson,1,3 Kevin Macon,1 Mason A. Porter,4,5 Jukka-Pekka Onnela6,7

Network science is an interdisciplinary endeavor, with methods and applications drawn from across
the natural, social, and information sciences. A prominent problem in network science is the
algorithmic detection of tightly connected groups of nodes known as communities. We developed a
generalized framework of network quality functions that allowed us to study the community
structure of arbitrary multislice networks, which are combinations of individual networks coupled
through links that connect each node in one network slice to itself in other slices. This framework
allows studies of community structure in a general setting encompassing networks that evolve over
time, have multiple types of links (multiplexity), and have multiple scales.

Thestudy of graphs, or networks, has a long
tradition in fields such as sociology and
mathematics, and it is now ubiquitous in

academic and everyday settings. An important
tool in network analysis is the detection of
mesoscopic structures known as communities (or
cohesive groups), which are defined intuitively as
groups of nodes that are more tightly connected to
each other than they are to the rest of the network
(1–3). One way to quantify communities is by a
quality function that compares the number of
intracommunity edges to what one would expect
at random.Given the network adjacencymatrixA,
where the element Aij details a direct connection
between nodes i and j, one can construct a qual-
ity functionQ (4, 5) for the partitioning of nodes
into communities as Q = ∑ ij (Aij − Pij)d(gi, gj),
where d(gi, gj) = 1 if the community assignments
gi and gj of nodes i and j are the same and 0
otherwise, and Pij is the expected weight of the
edge between i and j under a specified null model.

The choice of null model is a crucial con-
sideration in studying network community struc-
ture (2). After selecting a null model appropriate
to the network and application at hand, one can
use a variety of computational heuristics to assign
nodes to communities to optimize the quality Q
(2, 3). However, such null models have not been
available for time-dependent networks; analyses
have instead depended on ad hoc methods to

piece together the structures obtained at different
times (6–9) or have abandoned quality functions
in favor of such alternatives as the Minimum
DescriptionLength principle (10). Although tensor
decompositions (11) have been used to cluster
network data with different types of connections,
no quality-function method has been developed
for such multiplex networks.

We developed a methodology to remove these
limits, generalizing the determination of commu-
nity structure via quality functions to multislice
networks that are defined by coupling multiple
adjacency matrices (Fig. 1). The connections
encoded by the network slices are flexible; they
can represent variations across time, variations
across different types of connections, or even
community detection of the same network at
different scales. However, the usual procedure for
establishing a quality function as a direct count of
the intracommunity edge weight minus that

expected at random fails to provide any contribu-
tion from these interslice couplings. Because they
are specified by common identifications of nodes
across slices, interslice couplings are either present
or absent by definition, so when they do fall inside
communities, their contribution in the count of intra-
community edges exactly cancels that expected at
random. In contrast, by formulating a null model in
terms of stability of communities under Laplacian
dynamics, we have derived a principled generaliza-
tion of community detection to multislice networks,
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Fig. 1. Schematic of amultislice network. Four slices
s= {1, 2, 3, 4} represented by adjacencies Aijs encode
intraslice connections (solid lines). Interslice con-
nections (dashed lines) are encoded byCjrs, specifying
the coupling of node j to itself between slices r and s.
For clarity, interslice couplings are shown for only two
nodes and depict two different types of couplings: (i)
coupling between neighboring slices, appropriate for
ordered slices; and (ii) all-to-all interslice coupling,
appropriate for categorical slices.
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Fig. 2. Multislice community detection of the
Zachary Karate Club network (22) across multiple
resolutions. Colors depict community assignments of
the 34 nodes (renumbered vertically to group
similarly assigned nodes) in each of the 16 slices
(with resolution parameters gs = {0.25, 0.5,…, 4}),
for w = 0 (top), w = 0.1 (middle), and w =
1 (bottom). Dashed lines bound the communities
obtained using the default resolution (g = 1).
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6 Petter Holme: Modern temporal network theory: A colloquium
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Fig. 2. The figure illustrates five representations of the same temporal network (of the contact sequence type). Panel (a) shows
a node-centric time line, where a horizontal line represents a contact between two connected individual at the time given by
the x-axis. Panel (b) shows a time line of the contacts focusing on links (pairs of individuals). Panel (c) shows a time-stamp
decorated, aggregated graph. The numbers of the links denotes the contacts between the nodes. Panel (d) shows a time-node
graph (where one assumes spreading cannot occur across more than one contact per time step). Three of the 32 time nodes are
labeled. Panel (e) shows a graph sequence representation.

3.1.3 Dynamic networks

One pillar of network science is the modeling of emergent
properties of graphs. A canonical example is the Barabási-
Albert model [14], which shows how a microscopic mech-
anism in the network growth (preferential attachment)
can lead to a macroscopic property of the network struc-
ture (a power-law degree distribution). Other models (e.g.
Refs. [200,152]) allow nodes and links to disappear too. We
will call the idea of a system as a static network evolving
in time a dynamic network (we are well aware of the con-
fusion of terminology—sometimes what we call temporal
networks are called dynamic networks). Isn’t this situa-
tion just the same as any temporal network? To some
extent, the answer is like in the previous section—if the
dynamic systems on the network are faster than the con-
tact dynamics, and the network at any given moment of
time is non-trivial, then yes. However, there is also a sub-
tle di↵erence of the research questions about them. For
dynamic networks, the focus is typically on one class of
networks (say protein interaction networks) and questions
concern the structure of this network class, how the struc-
ture has evolved and how it a↵ects dynamic systems on
the network. Temporal networks are typically more data
oriented—researchers investigate a data set, its structures,
and how e.g. epidemic outbreaks would behave on it. Then
one asks how these observations generalize by comparing
results for di↵erent data sets. Perhaps, this slightly di↵er-
ent approach comes from that there are no semi-universal
structures in temporal networks that involve both the time
and topology (as opposed to scale-free degree distributions
in network theory [14,13] or bursty behavior of human ac-
tivity [12]).

3.1.4 Time-node graphs

Another way of representing temporal networks, akin to
multilayer networks, is to make a network of time nodes
(sometimes called the “static expansion” of a temporal
network [188])—representing the original node at a time.
This type of network can be practical since it is straight-
forward to apply static network methods also over the time
dimension [288,268,225]. Eventually one usually needs to
map the time nodes back to the original nodes; maybe one
exception could be a certain year’s edition of an annual
event (cf. “NetSci 2015”—a conference during which parts
of this paper was written). (A time-node representation of
our example network is shown in Fig. 2(d).)

3.1.5 Time series of contacts on a static graph

Contact sequences correspond, to some extent, to link lists
in static network (a 2⇥M matrix of the two nodes of every
link in the network; where M is the number of links). The
other important scalable data structure for static graphs—
adjacency lists (listing node-by-node all the neighbors of a
node)—corresponds to assigning a time series of contacts
to the links of a static graph. The advantage of thinking
about temporal networks in this way is primarily visual—
one can plot the underlying graph with all the powerful
graph layout algorithms designed for static networks, one
can even plot the time series of contacts as a time line. In
practice, this only works for very small temporal networks,
both because the underlying graph tend to be rather dense
in empirical data, and because there is little space to visu-
alize the contact time series (See Fig. 2(c) for an example.)



Community Discovery: Recap

Absence of a universally accepted definition 

• Each algorithm optimise a specific quality function 
• 200+ methods proposed for static networks (+++) 
• 60+ methods proposed for dynamic networks 

• Possible common ground for a community: 
‣ Group of nodes strongly connected together and weakly connected to 

the rest of the network 
‣ Meaningful mesoscopic structures  

‣ relatively to topology 
‣ relatively to represented data



Community Discovery  
In Dynamic Networks

Networks change with time… 
• Nodes appear and disappear 
• Edges appear and disappear 

…communities must change too! 

DCD: identify/track changes of communities



How do Community change?  
Community operations

Communities are subject to operations/events 

• 8 “transformations” — broad consensus (incredible eh?) 
• Not handled (at least explicitly) by all algorithmsFigure 3 Community Lifecyce. As time goes by, dynamic communities experience mutations that are

often abstracted by adopting a predefined set of operations. This toy example highlights an evolution tree
composed of all the operations that modify a community structure, namely: birth, continue, growth, split,
merge, contraction, resurgence, death.
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instance, when two communities are chosen to be
merged, several strategies can be followed to handle
the Merge action:

• Absorption: after the Merge one of the com-
munities no longer exists. Define which com-
munity will survive is a problem in itself.
Among possible choices, we can cite: (i) Keep
the oldest/youngest community; (ii) Keep the
biggest/smallest community; (iii) Remove the
community with the highest percentage of nodes
included in the other.

• Replacement : after the Merge the two commu-
nities die and a new community is created. This
solution rises the question of the continuity of
the evolution of a community, which can become
hard to follow.

b Comment (Remy): Very nice part, I would
like to extend a little bit by talking about the
persistence paradox (Theseus Ship)

Regardless of the merging strategy chosen, another
problem must be solved: how we should handle the
nodes that do not belong to the intersection the for-
mer communities? Even this scenario opens several
options, among them the most adopted ones are:

• Integrate (or not) these nodes in the community
resulting from the merging;

• Evaluate for each node if he must become a mem-
ber of the resulting community;

• Keep them with their community if it is the one
which is kept ; do not integrate them if it is the
one discarded.

Such complex scenario symmetrically applies to spe-
cific implementation of all the remaining community
actions.

However, despite the particularities introduced by
each approach when defining topology transforma-
tions, the identified events allow to describe for each
community its so called life-cycle (an example shown
in Figure 3):

Definition 5 (Community Life-cycle). Given a
community C and the chronologically ordered set A
of the events it is involved in, its community life-
cycle (which univocally identifies C’s complete evolu-
tive history) is the tree such that: (i) the root is the
Birth event of C; (ii) the leafs are Death events; (iii)
the central nodes are the remaining actions a 2 A.
The edges of the tree represent transitions between
subsequent actions in C life.

10



Figure 2 Community events. This toy example capture the eight events that regulates dynamic community
life. In the first row Birth and Death; in the second row Growth and Contraction; in the third row Merge
and Split; in the fourth row Continue; in the last row Resurgence.
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Figure 2 Community events. This toy example capture the eight events that regulates dynamic community
life. In the first row Birth and Death; in the second row Growth and Contraction; in the third row Merge
and Split; in the fourth row Continue; in the last row Resurgence.
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The Optimist: 
“Ok, It’s a piece of cake!”

STEP I: Find communities at each network observation  
             (using a static algorithm) 

STEP II: Match communities across consecutive network  
              observations 

STEP III: Observe differences 

 
Really?  
…well, few years ago maybe…



The Optimist: 
“It still seems easy to me…”

Two major issues: 
• Community Smoothing 
• Theseus’ Ship Paradox



Community Smoothness
• Communities are arbitrarily defined  

(same issue of static CD) 

• Most “efficient” algorithms are stochastic 
Change in communities might be due to structural changes  
OR to arbitrary choices of the algorithm  

• Do we need to smoothly track communities through time?



Theseus’ Ship Paradox

I. Theseus killed the Minotaur in Crete and came back to Athen on his boat 

II. His boat was conserved as memory during a very long time 

III. The boat was deteriorating, so pieces of it were gradually replaced. 

IV. Until one day, all original parts were replaced
[Plutarch 100]



Theseus’ Ship Paradox

A. Is this ship still the same as 
Theseus boat ? 

B. If another boat was built using 
all pieces of the original boat, 
which one would be the “real” 
Theseus boat ?

Community evolution/identity is an arbitrary concept



Proposed TaxonomyFigure 4 Proposed classification for DCD algorithms. Three main classes group together approaches having
similar schema and smoothness policies: no smoothness handling (e.g., Instant Optimal), both implicit and
explicit (e.g., Temporal Trade-o↵ ) and only explicit smoothness handling (e.g., Cross-time).

Dynamic Community Discovery

Temporal Trade-offInstant Optimal Cross-Time

Similarity 
based

Core Node 
based

Global 
Optimization 

Rule Based 
Updates

Network 
Smoothing 

Multi-Objective 
Optimization 

Multi-Steps 
Optimization

Change-Point 
Slicing

Single Graph 
Reduction 

Global 
Interaction 
Networks 

Multi-step
matching

These proposed classifications are complementary,
and somewhat overlapping: Coupling graphs meth-
ods are O✏ine, but some Two-Stage approaches can
also be O✏ine, because they match communities
across all time-steps. Two-stage approaches are a
special case of Temporal Smoothness without mem-
ory, while Evolutionary Clustering methods encom-
pass both Temporal Smoothness and Dynamic update
methods.

Some methods we found in the literature were not
clearly belonging to any of these categories, or could
belong to several of them. We therefore decided to
adopt our own classification, building upon existing
ones, based on two levels.

The higher level corresponds to di↵erent definition
of what are Dynamic Communities, without assump-
tions on the technique used to find them. These high
level classes are divided in subcategories, which cor-
respond to di↵erent techniques used to find commu-
nities corresponding to this definition.

There are three approaches at the higher level of
classification.

The first approach consider that the communities
existing at an instant t only depend on the state of
the network at t. Matching the communities found at
di↵erent step might involve looking at communities
found in previous steps, or by considering all steps,

but the communities found at t are considered opti-
mal, considering the topology of the network at t.

In the second approach, communities defined at
an instant t does not only depend on the topology
of the network at this instant, but also on the past
evolutions of the topology, past partitions found, or
both. Communities at t are therefore defined as a
trade-o↵ between optimal solution at t and known
past.

In the third approach, the focus shift from search-
ing communities relevant at a particular time to
searching communities relevant when considering the
whole network evolution. Methods of this class search
directly a single partition for all time steps, with clus-
ters composed of instances of nodes that might not
be contemporary.

For each of these classes, we define subcategories,
corresponding to di↵erent techniques used to solve a
related problem. We also list their advantages and
drawbacks.

5.1. Instant-optimal Communities Discovery
This first class of approaches is derived directly

from the application of static community discovery
methods to the dynamic case. The network evolution
is seen as a succession of steps, and to each of these
steps correspond an optimal partition. These opti-
mal partitions for each instant are searched for, and

13

Two Levels: 
• First Level: Increasing degree of smoothness (none -> complete) 
• Second Level: Algorithmic Approach (how to deal with Theseus)



Instant-Optimal

“Communities found at time t are optimal for the network at time t” 

Strengths  
      Definition consistent with static CD, parallelisation 
Drawbacks  
      Lack of smoothness, only SN
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Instant-Optimal

Two steps approaches: 

A. Detect communities for each snapshot 

B. Match Communities across consecutive 
snapshots: 

• Similarity based:  
ex: Jaccard Coefficient 

• Core nodes based: 
ex: vote strategy 

• Multi-step matching 
ex: network of communities



Temporal Trade-Off

“Communities found at time t represent a trade-off between the 
graph at t and its previous states” 

Strengths  
     Online, incremental, natural smoothness 

Drawback 
     Iterative, risk of avalanche effect

G t1
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 t1
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Temporal Trade-Off

• Global Optimisation 
Process initialised with solutions at previous step 

• Multi-Objective Optimisation 
Explicit trade-off (ex: Modularity & Similarity to 
previous solution)  

• Network Smoothing 
Run process on a network which is a trade-off 
between t and previous 

• Rule based Updates 
Set of rules to handle atomic modifications 
(edge addition/removal)



Cross Time

“Communities at t are defined relatively to all other steps” 

Strengths 
    Smoothness, stability 

Drawback  
    Non-online, batch computation, non incremental

G t1

G t2

...

G tn

Result

DC1
 t1
C1

 t1
C2

...  tn
Cn

DCn
 t1
C2

 t2
C1

...  tn
Cn

...

Cross Time
Extraction



Cross Time

• Multi-steps optimisation 
Global quality function on multiple steps 

• Single graph reduction 
A. Add cross-snapshots edges, 
B. Use community detection 

• Global Interaction networks 
Delta communities 

• Change Point Slicing 
A. Identify change points,  
B. Identify communities in temporally homogeneous periods



Choosing the correct approach:  
one of many possible roadmaps…

Start

Temporal 
Trade-Off

Do you need
Online 

Tracking?

Instant 
Optimal

Cross-Time

Do you want
to use your 
favourite 

algorithm?

Do you want to 
track a specific 

node-
community?

Do you expect 
“stable” 

community life-
cycle?

Similarity Based

Core Node Based

Multi-step 
Matching

 Partition 
Update or from 

scratch?

Rule Based Global 
Optimization

Local or Global 
Updates?

Communities or 
Network 

smoothing?

Network 
Smoothing

Multi-Objective 
Optimization

Are you 
interested in 
community 

events?

Change Point 
Slicing

Are you 
analysing TNs?

Global Interaction 
networks

Do you need 
stability quality 
optimisation?

Multi-Step Quality 
Optimization

Single Graph 
Reduction

No No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

YesYes

Yes
Update Scratch

Local Global Network Community

Tiles



How to Evaluate a 
DCD Algorithm?

Internal strategies 
Complexity, Runtime, Scalability 

…. 

External strategies 
Quality Function  

(i.e. Modularity, Density…) 
Ground Truth Testing 

….



RDyn: Controlled Environment Testing

Evaluate DCD against ground truth partitions



Ground truth testing: Issues

• Few real world datasets with 
annotated ground truth 
partition are available 
(mostly static networks) 

• Reliability of partition labelling  
(semantic partitions not always 
reflect topological ones) 

• Absence of network 
generators handling 
community dynamics  
(i.e. birth, death, merge, split)



Define a dynamic network generator that 
• Guarantee power law degree distribution 
• Guarantee small-world effect 
• Exploit planted communities  

• having pawer law size distribution 
• Handle node/edge rise/fall 
• Handle Community Dynamics (merge/split) 
• Generate tunable-quality (i.e. conductance/modularity/density) 

time-aware network partitions 

Expected outputs: 
• Synthetic graph (TN/SN) 
• Temporal communities with planted events 

RDyn



RDyn: in a Nutshell

Iteration

Stable Iteration

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

time

Interactions Dynamics

Events are handled by:  

1. “Semantically” planting 
updated communities; 

2. Converging to the final 
stable state by 

leveraging  
intra-community edge 
probability side effects

A state (iteration) is called 
stable when a minimum 

partition quality is 
reached (i.e. modularity/

conductance/density)



Partition Quality

Given a graph G, a ground truth partition P(G) and the set of 
identified communities C estimate the resemblance the latter 

has with P(G).  

State of art 
Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) 

Issues 
• Computationally Expensive ~ O(|C|^2) 
• “Unstable” Overlap Approximation 

NMI(X,Y ) = H(X)+H(Y )�H(X,Y )
H(X)+H(Y )

2

2 [0, 1]



Partition Quality:  
F1-Communities

Community Precision (P) 
% of nodes in community x belonging to the ground truth 
community y 

Community Recall (R) 
% of nodes of the ground truth community y covered by x 

F1-Community (F1) 
harmonic mean of Precision and Recall 

Advantages  
• Computational complexity O(|C|): 

matching is performed by maximising Precision 
• Easy to interpret 
• It is not affected by overlap

P = |x\y|
x

, P 2 [0, 1]

R = |x\y|
y

, R 2 [0, 1]

F1 = 2 PR
P+R , F1 2 [0, 1]



Matching Quality: 
Visual Interpretation

Precision and Recall allow to visualise 
the F1-matching quality with a density 
scatter plot: 

• Max Precision & Max Recall  
imply a perfect match 

• High Precision, Low Recall  
imply an under estimate of the real 
community 

• High Recall, Low Precision  
imply an over estimate of the real 
community

Perfect MatchOver Estimate

Under Estimate



Example

1. Each node is labeled with its 
real communities 

2. Each identified community is 
matched with the ground truth 
one whose label is shared by 
higher percentage of its nodes 
(higher Precision) 

3. F1 is computed for each 
community 

4. The average F1 score is given 
as quality score

Ground Truth Partition Identified Partition

Greedy Match (Precision)

P = .75

P = 1

R = 1

R = .75

Avg. F1 = .85



Normalised F1-Communities

F1 is a conservative mean it suffers 
however of two main issues: 

• what about redundancy?  
(i.e. multiple match to a same g.t.) 

• what about coverage?  
(i.e. percentage of communities 
matched) 

We thus define a normalised 
version: 

where given P(G), C and Pid(G)  
(i.e. the communities in P(G) matched by C)

NF1 = F1⇤Coverage

Redundancy

, NF1 2 [0, 1]

Redundancy = |C|
|Pid(G)| 2 [1,1]

Coverage = |Pid(G)|
|P (G)| 2 [0, 1]



RDyn vs. LFR

RDyn proved to be a harder 
benchmark than LFR (which is 
considered to be the state of art) on 
both static and dynamic 
community discovery approach.



–Giulio Rossetti

Thanks for your attention
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